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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this submission is to respond to the Chief Constable's email dated 29th July
2014, and his invitation for me to submit a written report on the intelligence which I possess
and wish to impart. In my opinion, my submission is of direct relevance to the Chief
Constable and the work of his force, especially in the light of the “First Principles”
promoting high standards of professional behaviour and adherence to a code of ethics.
My intelligence submissions come in two parts. Part one concerns intelligence I have
relatively recently acquired, about a set of alleged very serious criminal incidents which
occurred in South Yorkshire Police, under the leadership of Meredydd Hughes. The second
part concerns intelligence I have acquired from the relatively well known strategic
intelligence analyst, QC Michael Shrimpton, which I deem as potentially highly explosive,
and directly relevant if he is speaking truthfully. The issues he raises are of grave concern,
and elements should be of particular concern to a Chief Constable, who had involvement with
community relations in Beeston, Leeds, post 7/7 London Bombings.

At this moment in time, South Yorkshire Police have given me every reason to be distrustful
of their fine rhetoric, yet part of me still hopes that, as a police force, you can and ultimately
will transform yourselves into actually becoming the best force in the country, as per your
declared aspirations. Realistically, I know that for that to happen, some tipping-point has to
occur where drastic change creates a necessary ripple-effect that reverberates throughout the
whole of the corrupt police service, and strikes at the heart of our successive treasonous
governments.
At your talk on police corruption on 4th February 2014, I made a passing reference to your
role in Beeston, in the question and answer session before an audience. For me, the sight of
you momentarily squirming, was the defining moment of the night. It was the one and only
time that evening, where your obvious discomfort betrayed you. Only the discerning-eye
would have been sensitive to it.
In that solitary moment a tale was told. At the mere mention of Beeston, in relation to the 7/7
false-flag attacks, the change in your physiology spoke volumes. At a deeply profound level, I
know that you know that something is not right here. I know that you know that what's at
stake here is massive. You are perhaps in an unique position, and you have it within your gift
to exert tremendous influence for good.
It was no accident that I, as a former whistle-blower, was unexpectedly in the audience that
night. At one fell swoop, I know you have the potential to break the chains and start to heal
the wounds that exist, not just in that community in Beeston that has been much maligned,
but also in the rest of barmy Britain.
The question is, are you up for the challenge, or will you, like all your fellow ACPO peers, the
length and breadth of the country, continue to sell out your people and your soul. I invite you
to read the following intelligence report and ponder carefully upon the implications.
ORIGINAL NOTES MADE OF A MEETING WITH JASON HOLMES
21st MARCH 2014
Meeting between Tony Farrell and Jason Holmes - 20th March 2014
The first part of this submission contains on account given to me by Jason Holmes, in which
he makes extremely serious and specific allegations of criminally corrupt practice, in South
Yorkshire Police, by the former Chief Constable Meredydd Hughes, in the cover-up of an
incident involving a high profile celebrity named David Beckham.
What follows is a slight re-hash of the very detailed notes I made of the meeting which I
penned the next day, and sent to Muad'Dib via an email. These notes are essentially taken
from that date, but have been slightly adapted today for ease of reading by the Chief
Constable, David Crompton, following his invitation for me to submit intelligence. Jason does

not know that I am making this submission. I have not asked his permission, as the content
concerns serious criminal allegations, and I feel duty-bound to highlight the issues
irrespective of the risks and consequences for all parties.
Dear Muad'Dib,
Yesterday, I met up with Jason Holmes for a few hours in the afternoon.
Firstly, after listening to me talk about the forthcoming eviction and HSBC Bank PLC, Jason
is willing to try to help film the anticipated confrontation with the bailiffs on 15th April 2014
at the flat.
In short, during our discussions, I found myself warming to Jason and I got the impression
from our lengthy conversation that he was genuine. To my mind, Jason is neither shifty, nor
evasive. He was understandably wary of me at first, especially after my talk to the audience in
Sheffield in January, but gradually we warmed to each other as the meeting unfolded.
Eventually, Jason shared with me his own particular story. In the scheme of things, it could
potentially be massive. To the best of my recollection, it can be briefly summarised as follows.
JASON'S STORY AS TOLD TO ME ON 20TH MARCH 2014
Sometime around 2005, Jason Holmes, who had been employed in the Security Industry,
bought a second hand computer for £70, from a friend of his. When he started to use the
second-hand computer, Jason noticed that data from the previous owner had not been wiped
clean, and the computer held files on it from its previous owner. Being curious, Jason
discovered that the computer had previously belonged to the managing director of Chase
Securities. When Jason delved into the data files further, he discovered that the computer had
been used as part of the management for security arrangements for the ex Manchester
United and England footballer, David Beckham.
Jason claimed that the personal data stored on his newly acquired personal computer was
sensitive. It was potentially a very compromising situation for David Beckham. According to
Jason, it offered evidence to strongly suggest that Beckham was “gay” and promiscuous and
frequented many "gay" joints.
Jason claimed that the data revealed that Beckham used to meet up a lot with Michael Owen,
in an implied “gay” context. Jason said that the data on the computer also showed that the so
called “affair” that Beckham supposedly had, was nothing but a sham to deflect the public
away from believing any rumours that Beckham was gay. Jason told me that upon discovery
of the personal data, he mentioned it to the second hand computer seller. He informed the
seller that data had been left on the computer which was personal to and about David
Beckham.

Shortly after, if my memory serves me correct, staff from Chase Securities were in touch with
Jason, menacingly demanding the computer be unconditionally returned to their company.
Jason however had purchased the computer lawfully and was therefore not prepared to just
hand it over, in response to their initial demands. Jason had paid £70 for it, in good faith, and
it was now lawfully his property. Jason claimed he was not the slightest bit interested in using
the personal data, but was concerned about the implications about being sold a computer
holding sensitive personal information on a high profile celebrity.
However, before he had time to blink, Jason's home was raided by a team of officers from
South Yorkshire Police. The raid was done in the middle of the night. Jason claimed that he
was dragged naked out of bed and arrested for alleged blackmail and theft of a computer. To
the best of my knowledge, Jason had no previous criminal record. He explained to me how it
was quite degrading for him - as petrified by the sudden and unexpected raid at his home - he
desperately needed to use the bathroom. Several officers accompanied him inside the
bathroom and stood watching him have a most unpleasant and unsavoury “Ertha Kit”. He
was then taken from his home before his young children in an undignified manner and put
into police custody.
The police action was heavy-handed and one-sided based on trumped-up allegations made by
a security company keen to stave off their embarrassment and negligence, at allowing
personal and sensitive data to go astray in this way. What followed is shocking.
Jason was charged with theft, but the case was eventually dropped by the CPS because of
insufficient evidence, although the police contact / fixer claimed it was because it would not
be in the public interest. Jason told me that the latter reason put forward by the police officer
was entirely false.
Jason’s computer had been confiscated by South Yorkshire Police and it never got returned
to him, in spite of him demanding it back. After the case getting dropped, which cleared
Jason, South Yorkshire Police cited "data protection" as their reason for the subsequent nonreturn of his computer.
However, Jason pursued the return of his computer in the Magistrates' Court and in one
hearing in Sheffield, “Team Beckham'' and all and sundry turned up. According to Jason,
the Magistrate seemed to side with Jason, but scratching his head, the judge referred any
decision to a higher court. After that decision, the court shutters came down on Jason. How I
know the feeling. And surprise, surprise, the case got blocked at every twist and turn and
Jason never did get his higher court hearing, never got his computer back and never got any
compensation whatsoever for its unlawful confiscation/theft.
It gets much worse. In an attempt to get some explanation for his gross mistreatment during

his arrest and subsequent charge, Jason was granted a meeting with the then Chief Constable
Meredydd Hughes. Jason claimed that during this meeting, he asked Meredydd Hughes about
his force’s relationship with a company called Chase Securities. Jason told me that in the
meeting, Meredydd Hughes totally denied there was any linkages whatsoever between South
Yorkshire Police and this company.
In response to the Chief Constable's denial, Jason then immediately produced documentation
that showed Chase Securities had in fact a large business contract with training South
Yorkshire Police officers. If Jason's account is accurate, it is proof that Meredydd Hughes
lied to cover up the misconduct of his police officers and to protect the reputation of a
partnership company, and also the profile of a high profile celebrity. In short, South
Yorkshire Police had done their level best to frame Jason, an innocent victim, for an offence
he clearly did not commit.
According to Jason, when presented with this compelling evidence which exposed Meredydd
Hughes as an outright liar, Meredydd Hughes squirmed horribly and lost all his composure
in their meeting. I have no reason to disbelieve Jason's account. Meredydd Hughes was a
spineless Chief Constable.
Jason also then told me that he subsequently complained to the IPCC about his mistreatment
by South Yorkshire Police, but the IPCC informed him that the case was out-of-time. Jason
claimed that the IPCC admitted to him that his complaint about South Yorkshire Police
would otherwise have been upheld. Jason claimed that the out-of-time issue was factually
incorrect and just another layer of police state cover-up. Jason claimed that he had in actual
fact submitted his case in good time.
This was just another systematic cover-up of the truth. The combined actions of the police
and the IPCC are par for the course. After the CPS' decision to drop the case, and for a while
afterwards, several of the national tabloids ran with part of Beckham's story on their front
pages. Contrary to the verdict, the Sun Newspaper in particular, still misrepresented the issue
as a “computer theft” and a “blackmail attempt”. It was clearly no such thing. Jason
mentioned that one local paper in Rotherham however, depicted the story slightly less
inaccurately as a breach in data security of personal data files on David Beckham.
Jason claims to have been on the receiving end of a phone call with David Beckham himself.
In phoning Jason himself, Beckham was hesitant, evasive and defensive about the return of
his computer, because of the data contents on it. Jason told Beckham that now that his own
name had been cleared by the CPS, he only wanted the safe return of his £70 computer from
the South Yorkshire Police. Jason’s position was one of acting out of principle. Jason said
that if the police gave it back to him, he would even allow Chase Securities, to be present,
to temporarily re-possess it, and clean up any personal data from it. Jason told me that he
made it clear that it was the principle of his mistreatment by the police and not the personal

data about Beckham that mattered to him. I was told that Beckham tried to explain why
legally the computer could not be returned. Beckham's attempted reasoning seemingly did not
wash with Jason.
I asked Jason if he had ever been threatened. Jason said that shortly after going to the court
to try to get his computer back, he was cornered down an alleyway and jumped on by some
enforcers and, in a terrifying incident, actually had a gun put to the side of his head and told
in no uncertain terms to keep his mouth shut. Immediately afterwards, Jason went home in
shock and reported the serious incident to South Yorkshire Police. Jason claimed the fixer – a
named police officer called Steve Smith – was the only one who got back to him, warning him
to drop the case and his report of the death threat. So instead of treating Jason's report as a
major incident, South Yorkshire Police rendered themselves as accomplices in the deaththreat. Fearful of the consequences, Jason drew back from pursuing his case further and
thus through fear and terror succumbed to Beckham's bully-boy protectors, which include
South Yorkshire Police PLC.
Jason claimed that the same fixer / police officer coached a junior football side in Doncaster.
Jason told me that soon after this death threat incident, the junior club made local news for
getting sizeable free sponsorship with all sorts of football kit, equipment and new facilities
thrown in. Jason said that the named officer from Rotherham District was in his mid-thirties
then, so he might still be in service.
Actually, I have since established from an inside source, that there is a Steve Smith who still
is employed by South Yorkshire Police as a police officer. Therefore there is a strong
possibility that it is the same officer who was involved in the alleged misconduct proceedings.
I asked Jason whether David Beckham or Chase Securities had ever tried to bribe him to keep
quiet. Jason indicated not.
Jason said that he has largely put the matter behind him now, as it became all-consuming for
him for a while, and nearly destroyed him as a person. He said that the conversation with me
was the first time for a long while where he had opened up to anyone. He has never gone
public about the essence of the data on the computer. His grievance lay first and foremost
with the disgraceful conduct of South Yorkshire Police and the serious trumped-up charges
unleashed against him. His grievance lays squarely with the gross criminal conduct of police
officer Steve Smith and the deceitfulness of former Chief Constable Meredydd Hughes. I
asked Jason whether that was his motivation in setting up the Friends of the UK Column in
Sheffield. He confirmed to me that it was.
Jason mentioned his own synchronizations with the Hillsborough Disaster. He said that when
he was working for a company dealing with goal-line technology, his task had been to install
it on the pitch at Anfield, home of Liverpool Football Club. Jason then showed me a picture
on his mobile phone of him inside Anfield holding up a Sheffield Wednesday jersey.

Apparently, Jason had put the Wednesday shirt on an e-bay type auction site and wrote the
name of all bidders on it, of which there were many.
When he actually presented the Sheffield Wednesday shirt inside the ground, synchronicity
kicked in big-time as Anne Williams, the J96 campaigning mother, was present. Anne died
shortly afterwards and at the time Jason met her, they were alone together inside the stadium.
Jason then went on about Alex Ferguson's managerial relationship with David Beckham and
mentioned Ferguson's son in the context of some shady dealings with Real Madrid.
Apparently, Alex was dead-set against Beckham going to Real Madrid, but if my
understanding is correct, Jason said Ferguson’s son got involved and received £50,000 in his
bank account for some shady deal. I don’t quite understand this aspect of Jason's story and I
am unsure of its relevance. However, his mention of Alex Ferguson in the same breath as
Anne Williams resonates well with a prophetic like dream I had about a key role to be played
out by Alex Ferguson in uncovering the truth.
My Own Take on Jason's Story Jason has a wife and children. He is about forty. His physical
health is not great, but he is highly articulate, reasonably knowledgeable and very intelligent.
Jason seems willing to tell his story publicly, to a degree, but I think he might be a bit wary of
revealing the personal stuff about Beckham. Jason's grievance seems appropriately directed
only at his mistreatment by South Yorkshire Police and those that threatened his life and that
trumped-up charges against him. His account, if true, is a diabolical record of further police
corruption and Mafia-type conduct.
Jason claims to have caught Mereydydd Hughes in a meeting, lying bare-faced through his
back teeth about South Yorkshire Police's relationship with Chase Securities and then
flipping like crazy, once confronted with the stark truth which was exposing the Chief
Constable as not just as an outright liar, but also a corrupt thug.
Personally, I have no reason to disbelieve Jason and I have considered the possibility that I
am being set up. Jason is quite a strong-minded individual and he has a pleasing and
refreshingly honest disposition. He is not easily flustered. I knew very little of him, but met
him at the Friends of the UK Column forum, which he was jointly running in Sheffield.
Personally, I had little or no dealings with Meredydd Hughes in my time with South
Yorkshire Police. Generally, I got the impression that Meredydd Hughes was arrogant and
somewhat of an aloof Chief Constable. Not surprisingly, Meredydd Hughes never once spoke
to me about my controversial stance and dismissal, despite my attempts to communicate with
him in a civil manner.
As many people may know, Meredydd Hughes had roles at Gleneagles and the post 7/7
investigations and was afterwards awarded with a QPM. In an interesting bit of

synchronization, Meredydd Hughes also announced his plans to retire from South Yorkshire
Police a year early on 8th July 2011. That was on the same day that news of my case first
went viral across the internet. The occasion marked the first anniversary of me being put on
gardening leave for taking a stance before an ACPO chaired intelligence meeting on 8th July
2010. Initially, a retired Meredydd Hughes stood unsuccessfully for the post of Police
Commissioner.
I once had a rather unsavoury encounter with Meredydd Hughes, when he was out jogging
after work. I think it's relevant to share, because it reveals much about the man. This account
was at a time when he'd temporarily lost his driving licence for speeding, and that was while
his ACPO portfolio was as the head of Roads Policing. Anyway, the Chief Constable was
jogging across the road in his track-suit, but failed to follow the Green Cross Code when
crossing the road, and his carelessness caused me to have to brake in my car to avoid hitting
him.
Fortunately, I was only doing about 5-10mph at the time, as I was turning slowly into the
Victoria Hotel at Blonk Street. There was never any danger of me knocking him over, but
with his strides somewhat jolted, Hughes stopped abruptly in the middle of the road, and,
instead of apologising, gave me a totally unwarranted hostile glance, even though, if anyone
was at fault here, it was him, for not looking as he jogged across a minor road, without so
much as a glance to either side. Very trivial though this particular incident was, I make
reference to it to illustrate his hostile and duplicitous nature, as it left me with a distinctly
unfavourable impression of the man.
In the circumstances, I would have expected a smile from him and an acknowledgment that
he was in the wrong, and that he merely forgot to look both ways while crossing the road - no
big deal. That would be the normal actions of most people in those circumstances, but,
instead, I got the opposite from him. Absent was any humility from him and I thought at the
time that his misdirected anger, targeted at me, was a picture that painted a thousand words,
showing his true nature/colours. Is this really our leader?I thought to myself at the
time.
Arguably, Meredydd Hughes is best known for his interview with David Conn of the
Guardian Newspaper. This infamous interview occurred on the 20th anniversary of
Hillsborough and was almost certainly the interview which Andy Hymas was having to
support, when later that day, Andy spilled the beans to me in the staff canteen at Snig Hill.
This was about former ACC Walter Jackson's secret misadventures in the Control Room
inside the Hillsborough stadium 20 years earlier.
Andy Hymas was white as a ghost having had to listen to Meredydd Hughes yet again cover
up for his force's conduct over the Hillsborough disaster twenty years on. Andy knew that
day that the truth was being further suppressed and offloaded, as he was clearly a tormented

soul upon witnessing Meredydd Hughes' ongoing deceit.
In conclusion, knowing what I know, I assess Jason's story as highly plausible and I can
easily believe that Meredydd Hughes played some part in the menacing mistreatment of Jason
and the unlawful theft of his computer, taken from him to protect the reputations of the rich
and famous. I would wish to add one further thing to this account.
Shortly after my meeting with Jason, I mentioned this story to Lt. Cdr. Brian Gerrish, RN Ret.
upon visiting the UK Column Offices in Plymouth. When I mentioned David Beckham to
Brian, I was stopped in my tracks and was asked: is it about paedophilia? Somewhat
surprised by the question, I said no. Brian then claimed that he asked me the question,
because he had intelligence from a reliable source, which suggested that David Beckham is a
paedophile. He named that source as Bill Maloney of Pie and Mash Films fame. Brian
Gerrish did not elaborate further. However, Bill Maloney's recent film exposing high profile
paedophiles is one of the most disturbing films ever to have hit the internet, in my opinion,
and is well worth a watch.
PART TWO – QC MICHAEL SHRIMPTON
INTRODUCTION
I know QC Michael Shrimpton* from my employment appeal tribunal hearing in London on
15th June 2012. I met up with Michael again earlier this year. Others were present at that
meeting. Secretly, I tape-recorded our conversation together as I had reasonable cause to
suspect that QC Michael Shrimpton wanted to share sensitive intelligence with me. I was not
to be disappointed.
Subsequently, QC Michael Shrimpton divulged issues which in the overall scheme of things,
are of direct interest to national security and the contents of QC Michael Shrimpton's
utterances speak of specific treasonous deeds most foul. Part of this account was secretly
recorded by me on an audio tape. I have copies of the tape safely stored away in various
locations. They are alarming and are of none trivial issues.
Shrimpton's utterances concern terrorist activity and it is potentially offered up to the Chief
Constable, because of the serious nature of the content. Shrimpton's discussion involves
deeply profound intelligence concerned with terrorist activity. The intelligence concerns,
amongst other things, specific details about the 7/7 London Bombings and the location of the
simultaneous detonation of the bomb explosions, which intelligence obtained from Michael
Shrimpton, QC suggests occurred inside the PARDIS restaurant (Persian) at 29
Connaught Street.
This aspect of my submission is deliberately being withheld, for the time-being, as I want to
see first, how my former employers respond to my first submission with respect to Jason
Holmes' account of his dreadful mistreatment. I adopt such a position because I have

repeatedly made numerous requests to speak to the Chief Constable in person. I am not yet
willing to disclose the full content of these discussions until and unless I see how my former
employers treat the intelligence submission as outlined in part one. Please ensure that
nothing untoward happens to Jason Holmes as a result of my disclosing this information.
I repeat also that I require a meeting, not with some back office police officer, but with the
Chief Constable David Crompton and the Senior Command Team, before I divulge this part
in full. Anything less will result in my not holding anything back, when we decide to unleash
the films I have been working on with Muad'Dib, over the last 12 months. South Yorkshire
Police feature prominently.
Further abject failure of the Chief Constable to respond in a meaningful manner to part one
of my disclosures, is likely to mean that this intelligence will get released to the public in an
uncontrolled manner, sooner rather than later, and not one ounce of it will show South
Yorkshire Police in a good light, over a wide range of issues.
I am not looking for a reason to depict South Yorkshire Police in such a negative light, but at
this moment in time, your organisation leaves me with little alternative, and I have no good
reason not to expose you all for your duplicity. Nothing short of a meeting at ACPO level is
likely to prevent these films from emerging, and your ill-conceived offer that you might
consider a meeting with a police officer, rather than with you, is treated with disdain and
distrust. Actions speak louder than words, especially when yours sound so hollow. I want a
meeting with ACPO rank, so that you lot have to look me in the eyes, when I talk to you.
Please prove me wrong. Be a force for good and speak the truth. Why not start with the truth
about Beeston. There is no other way, only the truth will set you free.
Peace Be Upon You and More Importantly Within You.
Tony Farrell

